UNM/ABQG and APS collaborate to Bridge the Digital Divide
Albuquerque GigaPoP (ABQG) of the University of New Mexico (UNM) has been working diligently to
further higher speed network connectivity to educational institutions throughout the State of New
Mexico. Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) will be establishing
network connection with New Mexico universities that have
already joined ABQG; creating a high speed network among
higher educational institutions and the largest school district in
New Mexico. With the advancement of networking services
through ABQG, digital learning would assist APS to boost
networking services for the Dual Credit or Distance Learning
curricula that is required of all New Mexico high school students
to graduate. Since ABQG keeps local network traffic local, “What happens in New Mexico, stays in New
Mexico,” students will have fast access with no hops to any University course in New Mexico.
Albuquerque Public Schools (APS)
APS is the 34th largest school district in the United States with 141 schools, 90,000 students, and 11,500
employees. Albuquerque Public Schools (APS) will soon have full connection and direct access to one of
the fastest networks in the world.
Through this connection, made possible through UNM-ABQG, teachers, students and employees will
have the capability to run hundreds of data based applications that support school administrations,
distance learning, digital learning, and overall operations. Peering (exchanging routes) among the
educational networks of New Mexico via UNM-ABQG will enable applications such as online learning to
be effective for students taking classes from various universities throughout New Mexico. With access
to ABQG’s bandwidth and high speed data transferring service, APS can establish collaboration with
other school district across the U.S. and internationally to enhance the art of teaching through an
infusion of technological resources. Other ABQG members include Sandia and Los Alamos Labs enabling
good connectivity for collaborative projects among New Mexico students from high school to university
level courses with our National Labs. Research projects such as “Little Fe” (students learning to use a
Supercomputer to solve real life problems), “SmartGrid” (managing power grids) and other digital
learning websites, such as Hewlett Packard, McGraw Hill, and Internet2 (I2) are currently underway
providing access to creative learning websites for K-12 curriculums.
Academic Progress
Outside of school, students, parents, educators, and academic professionals are harnessing the power of
technology to enrich their day-to-day lives. In the classroom, using technology resources is essential to
prepare them for their real lives of higher education, internships, and the 21st century workforce.
Students need technology-based learning environments so that education is engaging, relevant, and
reflects 21st century skills to become globally aware, develop digital age literacy skills, and advance
learning to prepare for future endeavors.

For teachers and school professionals, in-service, webinars, video clip libraries, and technology learning
portals are available to promote digital learning. The download of toolkits, lesson portals, teacher
outreach through video, and other collaboration opportunities that require large bandwidth will be
available at your fingertips because of reliable and efficient networking services of ABQG’s dual
connection services.
New Mexico is the 5th largest state and the 6th least densely populated of the 50 United States. New
Mexico is a perfect location to expand networking services. By connecting schools throughout New
Mexico, ABQG is enabling education and research entities to gain access to data, information,
knowledge, and wisdom from local universities, national laboratories, and other sources from within
each school to bridge the digital divide.

